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reflections
of a non TESL person in a TESL setting

by jayne G garside
during the 1970711970 71 school year I1 had a most of the people in japan they represent

sabbatical leave which I1 spent with my the past and feelings of personal
family in the town of kyoto japan kyoto committment to a country to an ideal and
is a large city of about a million and a half to a philosophy
people on the island of honshu located
about 400 miles to the southwest of tokyo

at one time kyoto was the capital of allalfaliailaltait jayne G garside clinical psychologist
japan before the meiji restoration and director of institutional Rresearchrchach at
following the meiji restoration the capital church college of hawaii obtained a
was moved to tokyo but much of tradition doctorate in educational psychology from
of japan is still centered in the area of brigham young university during her tentm
kyoto and its environs kyoto has over 1600 years in hawaii dr garside has worked
temples and shrines many of which are exclusively in transcultural psychology
cultural national treasures of japan

the main industry in kyoto is connected
in some way to tradition the main industry
is the dying and making of kimono kimono at the ending of the second world war
is the national dress of the women of japan the educational system of japan wasbut is not in modern times worn usually revamped and reestablished along
every day during the year because of the democratic lines that is public education
beauty of the silk material and because of for all although public education for all was
the need for many layers of underclothing to the philosophy because of space allottmentallottment
make the kimono as an outside garment and building problems while education was
appear the most beautiful kimonossimonos are compulsory until junior high termination itquite warm when they are worn they are was not possible to put all people in public
usually worn then in late fall in winter schools therefore there was a development
and early spring and continuation of many of the private

since the ending of the second world schools of japan places in public education
war the people of japan have tossed aside are still highly sought after because public
many of the traditions of the past and have education has achieved an excellence for
come back from a wartime economy to have this reason competition is very keen for
one of the highest standards of livinghying in the opportunities to attend the public school

competition then is a part of the japaneseinworld japan is counted a world power
industry and in technology major exported people from a very early age in that many of

the children in japan begin a publicitems include such things as automobiles p-ublic

particularly toyota and isuzu and kindergarten or private kindergarten called

electronic
a yochienyichienYochien at about three years of age atequipment six years they are formally taken into the
first grade of public schools or private

while japan is making all this progress schools periodically as they journey
industrially and technologically the people through school it is necessary for them to
of japan still cling to many of the traditions take examinations which permit them with
of the past that bring into their livesfivesilvesilyeshives beauty high scores to continue on in public schools
and knowledge some of the aspects that if openings occur this means then that the
bring into their lives beauty and a sense of excellence of public education is not really
national identity are reflected in noh plays in question
kabuki plays kyogenkrogen bunrakubunsakuBunraku and for As a foreign sojournersoisojoumer in japan I1 had
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planned to do research only while living in requesterrequesteurequesteu english conversation lessonsiessons11 was
kyoto and absorbing as much of the beauty then asked by two young women from
and culture of japan as possible my two church to act as their english conversation
boys were placed inin japanese schools 0onene minb teacherteacber
a shinto buddhist yochienyichienyochien one in a
regular public school in the fourth grade we this reflects a phenomena of japan that

should be mentioned the japanese peoplewere fortunate enough to obtain living are possibly the most industrious people inaccommodations in a japanese style the world as far as their committment toapartment in 4a neighborhood chiefly their job and ttheirheir desire for personalcomposed of artisans of the kimono development As you talk to most of thethiindustry we were well accepted in the young men and women of japan you findneighborhood and in the incommunity my that their work a day week is six days inassociation with people in the neighborhood length and their workday is not necessarilyand in the itcommunity came fairly limited to eight hours a day but often iswell known to others that there was a much longer they are expectedgaijingailingaijin foreigner living in the immediate upon

area obtainingootaining employment to devote themselves
to the good of the company the company
becomes a paternal figure for them thusnot long after we obtained residency and they become children in the inorganizationwere living in kyoto I1 was approached by addition to theirtheilthell work a day world thean older woman in a very formal manner japanese people have much desire forwho asked me through an interpreter to be self improvement and obtainingenglish conversation teacher to her daughter knowledge
toward this end of the peoplemany youngwho was at that time a student in kansal particularly the women are engaged inyoungjunior in incollege majoring english flower teaarrangement knittingjapan most of the students in junior high schools dressmaking

ceremony
schools cookingand high school are required by law to take schools and classes in english typing and

english endiendlenglishsh in this setting is taught other forms of acadacademicernic pursuits
usually by a japanese person who has a to teach in is choiceenglish japan asomewhat limited knowledge of the
application of englishengish therefore most of experience financially it can be very

the people of japan who have been through rewarding but teaching english in japan if
you are a foreigner also offers the onlypublic schools are able to read and write opportunity of learning in depth about theenglish but their speaking ability is very culture in which you are residing it was mylimited due to not having had the

opportunity of conversing often or in depth plan to utilize teaching english conversation
as an oppopportunityortunityortunity to become morein english with a person who has an

extended knowledge of english it is not knowledgeable about the experiences the
unusual for strangers from occidental thoughts the emotions of the people with

whom I1 dealt it was possible to find outcountries beto approached by japanese
people in the street and asked questions in about their traditions as practiced in the

homes it waswas possible to converse aboutenglish or asked if they would teach the
person english for the young woman for their plans for the future the desires of the
whom I1 had been requested to teach english young people of japan to find out if they
I1 found that her knowledge of written have broken the bonds of tradition or
english was quite extensive her ability to whether tradition was still significant in their

lives but there arose some difficulties thatconverse was somewhat limited due to the
same lack of opportunity I1 did agree to might be mentioned for the benefit of those

teach her as a student immediately she people interested inin teaching english in a

prevailed upon me to also include in my foreign situation
teaching another girl who also was a student
atit kansal junior college my background included a BA in spanish

with a minor in english in obtaining thistinstiusdius
not long after this I11 was approached by type of degree it was possible to learn

two young wowomenmen who were working as certain techniques of teaching language but
salesgirlssalesgirsgirls in one of the very large hotels in I1 have never had experience in TESL when I1
raleslalesraieskyotoyay9 and who had opportunity of dealing began teaching english conversation I1 tried
wilhwilmVAUwithuel WMY ihrsagaersfor6pers both young womewomenbomea totg obtain soinesomeseineseme books or manuals that would
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helpfielpheipfiela the students best in their desire to torforgor the future what they would like in
pursue english conversation for me this marriage what they do for their leisure
aaswasnaswismis a very difficultdffficult task not only due to activities where their parents came from
some of the paucity of material available whatwaswhat was the physical arrangement of their
but also due to the fact that my ability to home what their room was like what they
choose that which was appropriate was did as children etc this provided an
limited exactly what was good text for opportunity for me to learn much more
teaching english as a second language aboutaboutjapanjapan and the japanese per sesethanthan if I1

another problem arose in the form 0 had not had the opportunity and were easy
having difficulty in knowing the techniques topics for the students to prepprepareare
of phonics and phonetics after many trial
and error situations I1 found that which I1 know of no greater calling nornot
worked best for me was the utilization of a opportunity than that of a teacher to the
mim memamem7mem method that is often I1 youth of the world through the use of

would say a word and my students would TESL in a foreign setting I1 believe
repeat the word after me several times until I1 intercultural communication does occur and
felt their pronunciation was correct through this intercultural communication all
another technique I11 utilized was calling the people arebetterare better prepared to function as
student to talk upon a specific or assigned citizens of the world
topic utilizing experiences from her own
background As the students would talk I1 it was with a great sense of loss and regret
would correct them in their grammar or that after a years time my family and I1
their pronunciation returned to our beloved hawaii we will miss

the errors that occurred most frequently the friendships we had I1 willwin miss extremely
in the grammar were the errors due to a lack the experience of working with the youth of
of commonalitydommonality gramaticallygramaticagrammaticallylly such as in japan particularly the students who seem to
japanese the definite articles are not utilized be so motivated beyond what is required of
like they are in english it was not them I1 would like to return to japan
uncommon for japanese students in talking someday to again have the experience of
in english to refer to house or car or functioning in a society different from my
boyfriend instead of the house the car or own in order to prepare for this though
the boyfriend it was also not uncommon and for the eventuality or opportunity of
for japanese students to place the verb in teaching english as a second language I1
english conversation in a different locality would like to obtain more knowledge and
than that which was desired because ability in this particular art TESL I1
japanese syntax is different from english believe then that a person could go to
syntax almost any country and function as a

whenassigningwhen assigning students particular topics teacher having the opportunity of working
I1 felt that the best utilization could be made with many different people because skills
through topics that were reflective of the would be possessed that transcend cultural
students own experiences such as their plans barriers




